
Kindred Tales Launches AI Assisted Memoir
Writing Platform on Product Hunt
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Innovative AI-Powered Solution Helps

Preserve Precious Life Stories

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, UNITED

STATES, April 18, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Kindred Tales, a

groundbreaking memoir writing

platform, today announced its official

launch on the popular Product Hunt

community. Designed to make

capturing life stories easy and

enjoyable, Kindred Tales empowers

anyone, especially parents and

grandparents, to document their

unique experiences for future

generations.

Preserving Family Histories, One Story at a Time

Our goal is to remove

barriers and provide a

delightful experience for

anyone who wants to

capture their unique stories

and leave a lasting legacy”

Nick Hern

With a focus on providing a guided, structured experience,

Kindred Tales offers a one-time purchase for a year's

access to its comprehensive memoir writing tools. At the

heart of the platform are its assistive AI technologies and

52 weekly prompts that gently guide users through their

journey of self-discovery and storytelling.

"So many of us have regrets about not capturing the rich

life stories of our loved ones before it was too late," said

Nick Hern, founder of Kindred Tales. "Kindred Tales is on a

mission to help people preserve their precious memories and family histories in a lasting,

shareable format."

Powerful AI Tools and Speech-to-Text Capabilities

What sets Kindred Tales apart is its innovative integration of artificial intelligence (AI)

technologies. The platform's AI Biographer tool leverages Large Language Model (LLM)

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://kindredtales.net
https://kindredtales.net/blog/what-is-a-memoir
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processing to uncover forgotten

memories and generate draft content,

jumpstarting the writing process.

Additionally, Kindred Tales offers a

speech-to-text transcription feature,

allowing users to record their audio

memories and have them

automatically transcribed into written

form.

User-Friendly Interface for All Skill

Levels

Kindred Tales is designed with a user-

friendly interface, making the memoir

writing process accessible to

individuals of all skill levels, from

seasoned writers to those who have

never documented their life stories

before.

"Our goal is to remove barriers and

provide a delightful experience for

anyone who wants to capture their

unique stories and leave a lasting

legacy," Nick added.

Continuous Support and Low-Cost Entry Options

To ensure a sustainable and supported journey, Kindred Tales provides access to its full suite of

tools and resources for an entire year with a one-time purchase. For those seeking a lower-cost

entry point, the platform also offers a yearly PDF only subscription option.

Memoir writing enthusiasts and families eager to preserve their life stories are invited to explore

Kindred Tales on Product Hunt here and upvote the platform to show their support.

About Kindred Tales

Kindred Tales is a memoir writing platform that makes it easy and enjoyable for anyone to

capture their life stories and leave a lasting legacy for future generations. Through a combination

of guided prompts, AI-powered tools, and speech-to-text capabilities, Kindred Tales provides a

seamless and structured experience for documenting precious memories and family histories.

To show your support on Product Hunt, please visit

https://www.producthunt.com/posts/kindred-tales

https://www.producthunt.com/posts/kindred-tales
https://www.producthunt.com/posts/kindred-tales


To learn more about Kindred Tales, please visit us at https://kindredtales.net

Nicholas Hern

Kindred Tales LLC

media@kindredtales.net
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/704713831
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